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Chapter 8

Fixed Points Coalgebraically

In the functorial approach to coalgebraic modal logics is that the nesting of modal-
ities in a formulas has finite depth. This is a key feature of the framework because
it implies that the category of Alg(L), for some coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1), is
finitary over the base category. However, this severely restricts the expressive
power of these logics; as we mentioned before (Remark 3.2.6), coalgebraic modal
logics only describe the one-step behavior of a state in a coalgebra. Moreover,
as we proved in Theorem 5.2.17 every coalgebraic modal logic is a rank one
axiomatization of a logic of predicate liftings. These characteristics of the the
coalgebraic logics introduced in Part I make di"cult to specifying the ongoing
behavior of a state in a coalgebra by only finitary means. To account for the
ongoing behaviour of states, one can extend the language with fixpoint operators,
generalizing the modal µ-calculus [66]. A coalgebraic fixpoint language on the
basis of the Moss logic was introduced in [108]. Recently, [27] introduced the
coalgebraic µ-calculus µML# parametrized by a set $ of predicate liftings.

Given the success of automata-theoretic approaches towards fixpoint logics,
one may expect a rich and elegant universal automata theory that generalizes the
theory of specific devices for streams, trees or graphs, by dealing with automata
that operate on coalgebras. A first step in this direction was the introduction of
so-called coalgebra automata in [108, 67] where many results in automata theory,
such as closure properties of recognizable languages, were generalized to this class
of automata. However, coalgebra automata are related to fixpoint languages based
on the Moss modality /, and do not correspond directly to coalgebraic modal
languages associated with predicate liftings (such as the graded modal µ-calculus).
In addition, the theory of coalgebra automata needs the type of the coalgebras, i.e.
the functor, to preserves weak pullbacks, and hence cannot be applied as generally
as possible.

This Chapter introduces automata for an arbitrary type of coalgebras (Def-
inition 8.2.1). More precisely, given a set $ of monotone predicate liftings, we
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196 Chapter 8. Fixed Points Coalgebraically

introduce $-automata as devices that accept or reject pointed T -coalgebras on
the basis of so-called acceptance games. With this, $-automata provide the game
theoretical counterpart to the coalgebraic µ-calculus, for $, as in [108]. In par-
ticular, there is a construction transforming a µML#-formula into an equivalent
$-automaton (of size quadratic in the length of the formula). Hence we may
use the theory of $-automata in order to obtain results about coalgebraic modal
fixpoint logic.

The main technical contribution of this chapter concerns a small model property
for $-automata (Theorem 8.3.4). We show that any $-automaton A with a non-
empty language recognizes a pointed coalgebra (!, x) that can be obtained from
A via some uniform construction involving a satisfiability game (Definition 8.3.2)
that we associate with A. The size of (X, !) is exponential in the size of A.

We also provide some ideas of how coalgebra automata could be treated within
the functorial approach to modal logics.

In this chapter we do not go into all the technical game theoretical details as
they would distract from our main story of drawing the boundaries of functorial
framework to coalgebraic modal logics. We refer the reader to G. Fontaine PhD
dissertation [40] where all the game theoretical details are addressed in an elegant
and detailed manner.

8.1 Preliminaries

Game theory & Automata

We assume familiarity with the basic notions of the theory of automata and infinite
games [43]. Here we fix some notation and terminology.

Definition 8.1.1. 1. Given a set A, we write A' and A$, respectively, for the
sets of words (finite sequences) and streams (infinite sequences) over A,
respectively. Given " $ A' + A$ we write Inf (") for the set of elements in
A that appear infinitely often in ".

2. A stream automata (also called )-automata) is a tuple A = (X, xI , !,*)
where X is a finite set, xI $ X , ! is a function ! : X "# Pow(X)A, and * is
a function * : X "# N. An automata is said to be deterministic if for every
a $ A and every x $ X, the set !(x)(a) is a singleton.

A run of an automata on a word a0a1 . . . $ A$ is a sequence x0x1 . . . $ X$

such that x0 = xI and for each i $ N, xi+1 $ !(xi)(ai).

A word a0a1 . . . A$ is accepted by the automata A if there is a run x0x1 . . .
automaton on a0a1 . . . such that the maximum of the set {*(x) | x $
Inf (x0x1 . . .)} is even.
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3. A subset of A$ is called a language. A language is )-regular if there is a
stream automata A such that L is the set of words accepted by A.

4. A graph game is a tuple G = (G/, G0, E,Win) where G/ and G0 are disjoint
sets, and (with G := G/ +G0) we have E ( G2, and Win ( G$. The set
G is called the board of the game. A game G is said to be a parity game if
Win is given by a parity function * : G "# N as follows: for all sequences
" $ G$

" $ Win 2, max {*(z) | z $ Inf (")} is even.

In such case we write G = (G/, G0, E,*) .

5. A match in a game G = (G/, G0, E,Win) is a sequence v0 . . . vk $ G' 3G$

such that for all k (vk, vk+1) $ E. A match is full if either k = ), or k is
finite and there is no v $ G such that (vk, v) $ E. In the latter case, if vk
belongs to a player J in G, we say that J got stuck.

The winner of a finite full match is the player who does not get stuck. In an
infinite (full) match - wins if v0 . . . vk $ Win, otherwise player + wins.

6. A strategy in a game G = (G/, G0, E,Win) is a map $ : G' "# G. A
G-match " = v0v1 . . . is $-conform, for a player J , if vi+1 = $(v0 . . . vi) for
all i < 0 such that vi $ GJ . A strategy $ is winning for a player J if all
$-conform matches, for J , are winning for J .

7. A strategy $ in a game G = (G/, G0, E,Win) is a finite memory strategy
if there is a finite set M , called the memory set, an element mI $ M and
a map ($1,$2) : G & M "# G & M such that for all matches v0 . . . vk,
in G, there exists and m0 . . .mk $ M' such that m0 = mI , mi+1 =
$2(vi,mi) (for all i < k), and $(v0 . . . vk) = $1(vk,mk).

8. A strategy $ is said to be positional if there exists a map $p : G' "# G such
that for all v0 . . . vk $ G' we have $(v0 . . . vk) = $p(vk). We often identify $
with $p.

9. A game G = (G/, G0, E,Win) is called regular if there exists an )-regular
language L over a finite alphabet C, and a map col : G "# C, such that
Win = {v0v1 . . . $ G$ : col(v0)col(v1) . . . $ L}.

Regular games always have finite memory strategies.

Proposition 8.1.2 ([23]). For each regular game G = (G/, G0, E,Win) there
exists finite memory strategies $/ and $0, for - and + respectively, such that for
all positions z on the board of G, either z is winning with respect to $/ or with
respect to $0.

Moreover, the size of the memory set is bounded by the size of the smallest
deterministic parity automaton recognising an )-regular language associated with
the regular game.
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Parity games always have positional strategies.

Proposition 8.1.3 ([34, 85]). Let G = (G/, G0, E,Win) be a parity game. There
exists positional strategies $/ and $0, for - and + respectively, such that for all
positions z on the board of G, either z is winning with respect to $/ or with respect
to $0.

Coalgebraic modal fixpoint logic

We can now introduce coalgebraic modal fixpoint logic, also called the coalgebraic
µ-calculus. We first introduce some terminology concerning predicate liftings.

Definition 8.1.4. Let 0 : Pn "# PT be a predicate lifting for a functor T .

1. 0 is said to be monotone if for every pair of sequences of sets #,* : n "# PX
we have that (+i)(#i ( *i) implies 0(#) ( 0(*).

2. The boolean dual of 0, denoted by 0d : Pn "# PT , is the predicate lifting
which maps a sequence # : n "# P to ¬0(¬#1, . . . ,¬#n).

We now define the language of fixpoint modal formulas.

Fix a set Q of variables, a set of monotone predicate liftings $ which is closed
under boolean duals.

The set µML# of fixpoint formulas by the following gramar:

# ::= q $ Q | ; | 1 | #0 . #1 | #0 0 #1 | !'(#0, . . . ,#ar(')) | µq.# | .q.#

where 0 $ $. Syntactic notions pertaining to formulas, such as alternation depth,
are defined as usual. The size of a formula is defined as its length

The semantics of this language is completely standard. Let (X, !) be a T -
coalgebra. Given a valuation V : X "# P(S), we define the meaning [[#]](X,!),V of
a formula # by a standard induction which includes the following clauses:

[[q]]!,V := V (q), [[µq.#]]!,V := LFP.#!,V
q , [[.q.#]]!,V := GFP.#!,V

q .

Here LFP.#!,V
q and GFP.#!,V

q are the least and greatest fixpoint, respectively, of
the monotone map #!,V

q : P(X) "# P(X) given by #!,V
q (A) := [[#]]!,V [q 12A] (with

V [q 5# A](q) = A and V [q 5# A](q$) = V (q$) for q$ %= q). For sentences, that is,
formulas without free variables, the valuation does not matter; we write !, q $ #
i! q $ [[#]]!,V for some/any valuation V .

The next remark present another definition of the semantics for the fixpoint
operators.
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Remark 8.1.5. In the definition above, since all operations are monotone the
function #!,V

q : P(X) "# P(X) is monotone. Then by Knaster-Tarski Theorem it
has a a least and greatst fixpoint.

However, notice that we can define the by defining the semantics of the fixpoint
operators via

[[µq.#]](X,!),V =
H(

U ( X | U ( [[#]]!,V [q 12U ]

+
and

[[.q.#]](X,!),V =
?(

U ( X | [[#]]!,V [q 12U ] ( U
+
.

8.2 Automata via Predicate liftings

We are now ready for the definition of the key structures of this chapter, $-
automata, and their semantics.

Definition 8.2.1 ($-automata). Let $ be a set of predicate liftings for a functor
T and let A be a category of power set algebras. Let L# : Set "# Set be the
functor UF%#, where U : A "# Set is the forgetful functor, F is its left adjoint,
and %# : Set "# Set is the functor associated with the modal signature of $.

A $-automaton A is a quadruple A = (A, aI , 5,*), where A is a finite set of
states, aI $ A is the initial state, 5 : A "# L#(A) is the transition map, and * : A
"# N is a parity map. The size of A is defined as the cardinality of A, and its
index as the size of the range of *.

Example 8.2.2. Let A = {a, b} and let $ = {!,"}. The following is an example
of a $-automata.

a b

!a . "b

'
'*

%
%)

where aI = a, an the parity map is given by *(a) = 1 and *(b) = 0.
In general the transition map of $-automata maps an element a $ A to a

rank-1 formula where the formulas inside the modalities are propositional variable
in A.

The next remark mentions how could we generalize the previous definition to
any coalgebraic modal logic.

Remark 8.2.3. An idea, due to Y. Venema, to generalize the previous definition to
an arbitrary coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1), is the following: Require the transition
map to be a function A "# ULF (A). Since L# = UF%#, every $-automaton
A = (A, aI , 5,*) induces one of these new automata via the following transition
map L#(,A) 4 5 : A "# UL#F (A) = UF%LUF (A); recall that L# = F%#U . We
do not peruse this path in this manuscript and stick to $-automata.
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Convention 8.2.4. For the rest of this chapter we work within standard automata
theory. This means we assume the base category of our logic to be DL and a fixed
set of monotone predicate liftings for T .

The acceptance game

To introduce the acceptance of $-automata we will use the one-step semantics,
Section 3.2.3. We now recall those definitions in the particular case of a logic of
predicate lifitings.

Let Q be a set of propositional variables, $ be a set of predicate liftings,
and V : Q "# UP (X) a valuation. The one-step semantics of depth-one modal
formulas over Q (Definition 3.2.19), relative to V , written [["]]1V , is inductively
defined by

[[1]]1V = T (X),

[[;]]1V = *,
[[!'(q1, . . . qar('))]]

1
V = 0X(V (q1), . . . , V (qar(')))

[[# . *]]1V = [[#]]1V ) [[*]]1V ,

[[# 0 *]]1V = [[#]]1V 3 [[*]]1V ,

[[!'(#1, . . .#ar('))]]
1
V = 0X([[#1]]

1
V , . . . , [[#ar(')]]

1
V )

Given t $ T (X) and a depth-one formula #, over Q, we write T (X), t $1
V # to

indicate t $ [[#]]1V . An important point to remember here is to no coalgebra is
needed to define this semantics.

The acceptance game of $-automata is a two players game, noted - (Eloise)
and + (Abelard), which proceeds in rounds moving from one basic position in
A&X to another. In each round, at position (a, x) first - picks a valuation V that
makes the depth-one formula 1(a) true at !(x). Looking at this V : A "# P(X)
as a binary relation {(a$, x$) | x$ $ V (a$)} between A and X, + closes the round
by picking an element of this relation.

Definition 8.2.5 (Acceptance game). Let (X, !) be a T -coalgebra and let A =
(A, aI , 5,*) be a $-automaton. The associated acceptance game Acc(A, !) is the
parity game given by the table below.

Position Player Admissible moves Priority

(a, x) $ A&X -
(
V : A "# P(X) | T (X), !(x) $1

V 1(a)
+

*(a)

V $ P(X)A +
(
(a$, x$) | x$ $ V (a$)

+
0

where $1
V is the one-step semantics (Definition 3.2.20). A pointed coalgebra (!, x0)

is accepted by the automaton A if the pair (aI , x0) is a winning position for player
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-, where the wining condition is given as in Definition 8.1.1 for a parity game.
The class of coalgebras accepted by A is denoted by Acc(A).

As expected, this generalizes the automata-theoretic perspective on the modal
µ-calculus [43]. $-automata are the counterpart of the coalgebraic µ-calculus
associated with $.

We say that a $-automaton A is equivalent to a sentence # $ µML# if any
pointed T -coalgebra (!, x) is accepted by A i! !, x $ #.

Proposition 8.2.6. There is an e!ective procedure transforming a sentence # in
µML# into an equivalent $-automaton A" of size d.n, and index d; where n is the
size and d is the alternation depth of #.

The previous proposition requires our set of predicate liftings to be monotone
and closed under boolean duals, see [43].

8.3 Bounded model Property

In this section we show that µML# has the small model property. The key tool in
our proof is a satisfiability game that characterizes whether the class of pointed
coalgebras accepted by a given $-automaton, is empty or not.

Definition 8.3.1. Let A be a finite set and * a map from A to N. Given a
sequence R0 . . . Rk in (P(A & A))' the set of traces through R0 . . . Rk is defined
as Tr(R0 . . . Rk) := {a0 . . . ak+1 $ A' | (ai, ai+1) $ Ri for all i 6 k.}. Similarly
Tr(R0R1 . . . ) ( A$ denotes the set of (infinite) traces through R0R1 . . . . With
NBT (A,*) we denote the set of R0R1 · · · $ (P(A & A))$ that contain no bad
trace, that is, no trace a0a1 . . . such that max{*(a) | a $ Inf (a0a1 . . . )} is odd.

We fix some notation before presenting the satisfiabilty game.

Notation. Let A = (A, aI , 5,*) be an automaton. Given an element a $ A,
we write 8a for the function 8a : A "# A & A which maps b $ A to (a, b); given
a formula # $ L#(A) we write 8a# for the formula obtained by applying the
substitution 8a to #, more explicitly this is the formula 8a# = L#(8a)(#).

The range of a relation is denoted by Ran(R).

We now illustrate the substitution above with an example. By definition
L#(A) = UF%#(A) hence a formula in L#(A) is a rank one formula where the for-
mulas under the scope of a modality are propositional variables in A. For example
!'a0!'$b. Applying the substitution 8a to this formula gives !'(a, a)0!'$(a, b)
which is a formula in L#(A& A).

We now introduce the satisfiability game.
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Definition 8.3.2 (Satisfiability game). Let UR : A & A "# P(R) denote the
valuation given by UR(a, b) = {R $ R | (a, b) $ R}.

The satisfiability game Sat(A) associated with a $-automaton A = (A, aI , 5,*)
is the graph game given by the rules of the tableau below.

Position Player Admissible moves

R ( A& A -
(
R $ PP(A& A) | [[

<
{8a5(a) | a $ Ran(R)}]]1UR

%= *
+

R $ PP(A& A) + {R | R $ R}

Unless specified otherwise, we assume {(aI , aI)} to be the starting position of
Sat(A). An infinite match R0R0R1 . . . is winning for - if R0R1 . . . $ NBT (A,*).

We now show that Sat(A) is a regular game. In fact we will show that
its winning condition is an )-regular language L of which the complement is
recognized by a nondeterministic parity stream automaton of size |A| and index
|Ran(*)|. So by Proposition 8.1.2, L is recognized by a deterministic parity stream
automaton of size exponential in |A| and index polynomial in |A|.

Proposition 8.3.3 ([40]). Let A = (A, aI , 5,*) be a $-automata. The game
Sat(A) is a regular game.

Proof. By definition the board of the game is given by G = P(A&A)+PP(A&A).
We want to find a finite alphabet C, a colouring col : G "# C, and a )-regular
language L, over C; such that for all infinite sequences v0v1 · · · $ G$ the sequence
col(v0)col(v1) . . . belongs to L i! for all i < ) we have v2i $ P(A & A), v2i+1 $
PP(A& A), and v0v2v4 . . . does not contain a bad trace (Definition 8.3.1).

The alphabet C is given by the set P(A&A)+ 1. Let : be the only element of
1. The colouring col : G "# C is defined as follows: for R $ P(A& A) we define
col(R) = R and col(x) = : for any other x $ G.

The language L is given by the set {R0 : R1 : . . . | R0R1 . . . $ NBT (A,*)}.
Clearly for all infinite sequences v0v1 · · · $ G$ the sequence col(v0)col(v1) . . .
belongs to L i! for all i < ) we have v2i $ P(A & A), v2i+1 $ PP(A & A), and
v0v2v4 . . . does not contain a bad trace.

It is only left to prove that L is )-regular. It is well known [43] that a language
is )-regular i! its complement is )-regular. We now show the latter. We define a
stream automata B = (AB, qB, 5B,*B) as follows: The set AB is given by A+A+1;
we write the elements of the second factor by a', and the only element of 1 by a,.
The initial state aB is aI , i.e. the initial state of A. The transition map 5B : AB

"# Pow(AB)C is given by

5B(a,R) = {a$' | (a, a$) $ R}
5B(a', :) = {a}

5B(x) = {a,} for any other case.
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The parity map *B : AB "# N is defined by *B(a,) = 0 and *B(a') = *B(a) :=
*(a) + 1, where * is the parity map of A.

For the previous automata, on any word, over C, which is not of the form
R0 : R1 : . . . the automata moves to a, and the word is accepted. If the words
is of form R0 :R1 : . . . in mach of the parity game corresponding to B, player +
construct a trace R0R1 . . .. Since we switched the parity of A by 1, the match is
wining for - if the trace is bad. In other words, the word is accepted if R0R1 . . .
contains a bad trace, i.e it is in the complement of L. This concludes the proof.

The main theorem

Theorem 8.3.4. Given a $-automaton A = (A, aI , 5,*), the following are equiv-
alent.

1. There is a coalgebra accepted by A, i.e. Acc(A) is not empty.

2. Player - has a winning strategy in the game Sat(A).

3. Acc(A) contains a finite coalgebra of size exponential in the size of A.

The proof of the main theorem (Theorem 8.3.4)

We prove 3 , 1 , 2 , 3. The implication (3 , 1) is immediate from the
definitions.

We now prove the implication (1 , 2). Let (!, x0) be a pointed coalgebra
accepted by A. We will show that - has a winning strategy in the non-emptiness
game Sat(A).

Before we go into the details we need some terminology and notation. By
assumption, player - has a winning strategy $ in the acceptance game for the
automaton A with starting position (aI , x0). Since the acceptance game is a
parity game, we may assume this strategy to be positional (Proposition 8.1.3).
Given two finite sequences 9x = x0 . . . xk $ X' and 9a = a0 . . . ak $ A', we say that
9a $-corresponds to 9x if there is an $-conform match which has basic positions
(a0, x0) . . . (ak, xk). The set of all sequences in A' that $-correspond to 9x is denoted
as Corr-(9x). Intuitively, this set represents the collection of all $-conform matches
passing through 9x.

The definition of the winning strategy for - in the non-emptiness game Sat(A)
will be given by induction on the length of partial matches. Simultaneously we
will select, through the coalgebra (X, !), a path x1x2 . . ., which is related to the
Sat(A)-match " as follows: At each finite stage R0R0R1 . . . Rk of ", R0 = RI ,

Tr(R1 . . . Rk) ( Corr-(x0 . . . xk)

and each a $ Ran(Rk) occurs in some trace through R0 . . . Rk (*)
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This implies in particular that for each element a $ Ran(Rk), the pair (a, xk) is a
winning position for - in the acceptance game.

First, we check that when the satisfiability game starts, condition (*) is satisfied.
In this case, we have R0 = {(aI , aI)} and 9x is the one element sequence x0. It is
routine to verify that (*) holds.

For the induction step, assume that in the satisfiability game, the partial match
9R = R0R0R1 . . . Rk has been played. First we will provide - with an appropriate
response R ( P(A& A).

By inductive hypotheses, we have selected a sequence 9x = x0x1 . . . xk satisfying
condition (*). Since $ is by assumption a winning strategy for - in the acceptance
game, the pair (a, xk) is a winning position for - for each a $ Ran(Rk). This
means that -’s strategy $ will provide her with a collection of valuations {Va : A
"# P(S) | a $ ran(Rk)} such that

T (X), !(xk) $1
Va

5(a). (8.1)

for all a $ Ran(Rk). The collection {Va | a $ Ran(Rk)} induces a map fV : X
"# P(A& A) given by

fV (x) := {(a, b) $ A& A | a $ Ran(Rk) and x $ Va(b)}.

Define Rk as the image of X under fV , that is,

Rk := fV [X].

Thus we may and will see fV as a surjective map from X to Rk. We now show
that this is a legitimate position.

Claim. Rk is a legitimate move for - in Sat(A) at position Rk.

Proof. To see this, first observe that we can see fV as a map with codomain Rk

and consequently we have

T (fV ) : T (X) "# T (Rk),

and so the object T (fV )!(xk) is indeed a member of the set T (Rk).
Now, in order to prove that - may legitimately play Rk at Rk, it su"ces to

prove that, for all a $ Ran(Rk):

T (Rk), T (hV )!(xk) $1
URk

8a5(a). (8.2)

Fix a $ Ran(Rk), and abbreviate U := URk
, where URk

is defined as in Defini-
tion 8.3.2. By Equation (8.1), it clearly su"ces to prove that

T (Rk), T (fV )!(xk) $1
U 8a# i! T (X), !(xk) $1

Va
# (8.3)
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for all formulas # in L#(A). We will prove Equation (8.3) by induction on the
complexity of #.

In the base case we are dealing with a formula # = !'(b1, . . . , bn). For
simplicity however we confine ourselves to the (representative) special case where
n = 1, and write b = b1. In this setting, Equation (8.3) follows from the following
chain of equivalences:

T (Rk), T (fV )!(xk) $1
U 8a#, 2, T (Rk), T (fV )!(xk) $1

U !'(a, b)
(definition of 8a and #)

2, T (fV )!(xk) $ 0Rk
[[(a, b)]]U (definition of $1)

2, !(xk) $ T (fV )
#1(0Rk

[[(a, b)]]U)
(definition of (")#1)

2, !(xk) $ 0Xf
#1
V ([[(a, b)]]U) (naturality of 0)

2, !(xk) $ 0X([[b]]Va) (‡)
2, T (X), !(xk) $1

Va
!'b (definition of $1)

The step marked (‡) follows from the identity [[b]]Va = f#1
V ([[(a, b)]]U ), which follows

from the following chain of equivalences, all applying to an arbitrary x $ X:

x $ [[b]]Va 2, x $ Va(b) (definition of [["]])

2, (a, b) $ fV (x) (definition of fV )

2, b $ U(fV (x)) (definition of U = URk
)

2, fV (x) $ [[(a, b)]]U (definition of [["]])

2, x $ f#1
V ([[(a, b)]]U)

The other inductive steps in the proof of Equation (8.3) are routine, and
therefore omitted. This finishes the proof of Equation (8.3), and thus also the
proof of the claim.

Given the legitimacy of Rk as a move for - at position Rk, we may propose it
as her move in the satisfiability game. This yields the definition of the desired
strategy.

Notice that playing this strategy enables - to maintain the inductive condition
(*). Indeed, by definition of Rk, for every R $ Rk there is an xR $ X such that
R = fV (xR). Hence if + picks such a relation R, that is putting Rk+1 := R, -
adds state xR to her sequence 9x, putting xk+1 := xR.

To verify that the sequencesR0 . . . Rk+1 and x0 . . . xk+1 satisfy (*), let a0 . . . ak+1

be a trace through R0 . . . Rk+1. Since R0 . . . Rk and x0 . . . xk satisfy (*), there is an
$-conform match of the form (a0, x0) . . . (ak, xk). In this match, when the position
(ak, xk) is reached, - choose a valuation Vak : A "# P(X) such that !, xk $1

Vak
5(ak).

Then, + picks a pair (xk+1, ak+1) such that xk+1 $ Vak(ak+1). So in order to show
that there is a partial $-conform match of the form (a0, x0) . . . (ak+1, xk+1), it
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su"ces to prove that xk+1 $ Vak(ak+1). Recall that (ak, ak+1) $ Rk+1. Since
Rk+1 = fV (xk+1), ak+1 belongs to Ran(Rk) and ak+1 $ Va(xk+1), which finishes
the proof that the first part of (*) holds for R0 . . . Rk+1 and x0 . . . xk+1.

It remains to show that for all a $ Ran(Rk+1), a occurs in a trace through
R0 . . . Rk+1. Fix a $ ran(Rk+1). So there exists ak $ A such that (ak, a) belongs
to Rk+1. Since Rk+1 = fV (xk+1), ak belongs to Ran(Rk). Moreover, it follows
from the induction hypothesis that if a $ Ran(Rk), there is a sequence a#1 . . . ak#1

such that a#1R0a0 . . . Rkak. Putting this together with (ak, a) $ Rk+1, this finishes
to prove that a occurs in a trace through R0 . . . Rk+1.

Finally we show why this strategy is winning for her in the game Sat(A),
initiated at {(aI , aI)}. Consider an arbitrary match of this game, where - plays
the strategy as defined above. First, suppose that this match is finite. From our
definition of -’s strategy in Sat(A) she never gets stuck. So if the match is finite,
means that + could not play and - wins.

In case the match is infinite, - has constructed an infinite sequence 9x =
x0x1x2 . . . corresponding to the infinite sequence 9R = R0R1R2 . . . induced by the
Sat(A)-match. Since the relation (*) holds at each finite level, for every infinite
trace a0a1a2 . . . through 9R there is an $-conform infinite match of the acceptance
game on S with basic positions (a0, x0)(a1, x1) . . . Since $ was assumed to be a
winning strategy, none of these traces is bad. In other words, the sequence 9R
satisfies the winning condition of Sat(A) for -, and thus she is declared to be the
winner of the Sat(A)-match. Since we considered an arbitrary match in which she
is playing the given strategy, this shows that this strategy is winning, and thus
finishes the proof of the implication (1 , 2).

We now focus on the implication (2 , 3).
Suppose that - has a winning strategy in the game Sat(A) = (G/, G0, E,Win).

Since Sat(A) is a regular game, by Proposition 8.1.2, we may assume this strategy
to only use finite memory. More concretely, this means that there is a finite
set M , mI $ M , and maps $1 : G/ & M "# G and $2 : G/ & M "# M which
satisfy the conditions of Definition 8.1.1(3). Moreover, the size of M is at most
exponential in the size of A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that for
all (R,m) $ G/ &M , $2(R,m) = m.

We denote by W/ the set of pairs (R,m) $ G/ &M satisfying the following:
For all Sat(A)-matches R0R0R1R1 . . . for which there exists a sequence m0m1 . . .
with R0 = R,m0 = m and for all i $ N, Ri = $1(Ri,mi), mi+1 = $2(Ri,mi), we
have that R0R0R1R1 . . . is won by -.

The finite coalgebra in L(A) that we are looking for will be given by a map

! : G/ &M "# T (G/ &M).

We base this construction on two observations.
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First, let (R,m) be an element of W/, and write R := $1(R,m); then by
the rules of the satisfiability game, there is an element g(R,m) $ T (R) such
that for every a $ Ran(R), the formula 8a5(a) is true at g(R,m) under the
valuation UR. Note that R ( G/, and thus we may think of the above as
defining a function g : W/ "# T (G/). Choosing some dummy values for elements
(R,m) $ (G/ &M) \W/, the domain of this function can be extended to the full
set G/ &M . To simplify our notation we will also let g denote the resulting map,
with domain G/ &M and codomain T (G/).

Second, consider the map addm : G/ "# G/ &M , given by addm(R) = (R,m).
Based on this map we define the function h : T (G/) &M "# T (G/ &M) such
that h(+,m) = T (addm)(+). Notice that this is the exponential transpose of the
strength defined on Chapter 7, page 185.

We let the coalgebra be ! : G/ & M "# T (G/ & M) where ! is the map
! := h 4 (g,$2). Observe that the size of (G/ &E, !) is at most exponential in the
size of A, since G/ is the set P(A&A) and M is at most exponential in the size of
A. As the designated point of ! we take the pair (RI ,mI), where RI := {(aI , aI)}.

It is left to prove that the pointed coalgebra (!, (RI ,mI)) is accepted by A.
That is, using -’s winning strategy $ in the satisfiability game we need to find a
winning strategy for - in the acceptance game for the automaton A with starting
position (aI , (RI ,mI)). We will define this strategy by induction on the length of
a partial match, simultaneously setting up a shadow match of the satisfiability
game. Inductively we maintain the following relation between the two matches:

(*) If (a0, (R0,m0)), . . . , (ak, (Rk,mk)) is a partial match of the acceptance game
(during which - plays the inductively defined strategy), then aIa0 . . . ak is a
trace through R0 . . . Rk (and so in particular, ak belongs to Ran(Rk)),

(**) and for all i $ {0, . . . , k " 1}, Ri+1 $ $1(Ri,mi) and mi+1 = $2(Ri,mi).

Setting up the induction, it is clear that condition (*) is met at the start
(a0, (R0,m0)) = (aI , (RI ,mI)) of the acceptance match; indeed, aIaI is the (unique)
trace through the one element sequence RI . Condition (**) holds vacuously.

Inductively assume that, with - playing as prescribed, the play of the ac-
ceptance game has reached position (ak, (Rk,mk)). By the induction hypothesis,
we have ak $ Ran(Rk) and the position (Rk,mk) is a winning position for - in
the acceptance game. Abbreviate R := $1(Rk,mk) and n := $2(Rk,mk). As
the next move for - we propose the valuation V : A "# P(G/ & M) such that
V (a) := {(R, n) | (ak, a) $ R and R $ R}. We now show that this gives a
legitimate move.

Claim. V is a legitimate move at position (ak, (Rk,mk)).
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Proof. We need to show that T (G/&M), !(Rk,mk) $1
V 5(ak). Recall that (Rk,mk)

belongs to W/. Because of this, the element % := !(Rk,mk) of T (R) satisfies
the formula 8ak5(ak) under the valuation U := UR (where UR is defined as in
Definition 8.3.2). That is T (R), % $1

UR
8ak1(ak). Gathering all these observations,

in order to prove the claim it su"ces to show that

T (G/ &M), !(Rk,mk) $1
V # i! T (R), % $1

U 8ak# (8.4)

for all formulas # in L#(A). The proof of Equation (8.4) proceeds by induction
on the complexity of #. We only consider a simplified version of the base step,
where # is of the form !'a. We can now prove Equation (8.4) as follows (recall
that n = $2(Rk,mk)):

T (G/ &M), !(Rk,mk) $1
V !'b 2, !(Rk,mk) $ 0G).M([[b]]V ).

(definition of $1)

2, T (addn)(%) $ 0G).M([[b]]V ).
(definition of !)

2, % $ T (addn)
#1(0G).M [[b]]V )

(definition of (·)#1)

2, % $ 0G)(add
#1
n ([[b]]V )) (naturality of 0)

2, % $ 0R([[(ak, b)]]U) (‡)
2, T (R), % $1

U !'(ak, b) (definition of $1)

2, T (R), % $1
U 8ak!'b (definition of 8ak)

For (‡), consider the following valuation U $ : A& A "# P(G/) such that

U $(a$, b$) := U(a$, b$) )R.

It follows from R ( G/ and standardness that 0R[[a]]U = 0G) [[a]]U $ . But then (‡)
follows because add#1

n ([[b]]V ) = [[(a, b)]]U $ , which holds by a relatively routine proof.
This finishes the proof of the Claim.

It is now straightforward to show that with this definition of a strategy for
-, the inductive hypothesis (including the relation (*) between the two matches)
remains true. In particular this shows that - will never get stuck. Hence in order
to verify that the strategy is winning for -, we may confine our attention to infinite
matches of Acc(A, !). Let " = (a0, (R0,m0))(a1, (R1,m1)) . . . be such a match,
then it follows from (*) that aIa0a1 . . . is a trace through R0R1 . . ., and so we may
infer from the assumption that ($1,$2) is a winning strategy for - in Sat(A), that
aIa0a1 . . . is not bad. This means that the match " is won by -. This concludes
the proof of the Theorem.

Putting this theorem together with Proposition 8.2.6 and Proposition 8.3.3,
we obtain a small model property for the coalgebraic µ-calculus, for every set of
predicate liftings.
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Corollary 8.3.5. If # $ µMLL is satisfiable in a T -coalgebra, it is satisfiable in
a T -coalgebra of size exponential in the size of #.

8.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we introduced $-automata which are automata using predicate
liftings (Definition 8.2.1). We generalize [108] in that our presentation works for
any type of coalgebra i.e. no restriction on the functor.

We introduced an acceptance game (Definition 8.2.5) for $-automata, and
established a finite model property (Theorem 8.3.4) using a satisfiability game
(Definition 8.3.2) for $-automata. The result here and in [27] give evidence that
there should be a general framework to define acceptance and satisfiability games.
Notice that the game here is a direct translation of the game for the Moss logic
in [108] into the language of predicate liftings. More research in this subject is
needed.




